INTRODUCTION
In many places in statistics one wants to calculate the orthogonal projection Px of some vector x on a subspace P. Oftentimes the inner product function is specified by the unknown covariances C of a set of random variables. The usual procedure is to estimate C by C* and approximate Px by P*x.. the orthogonal porjection with respect to C*; that is. x is projected on P using a wrong inner product. There is.
therefore. interest in knowing when p* will be a good approximation of P.
In Section 2. the question of calculating orthogonal projections with the wrong inner product in a general Hilbert space is investigated. The results are then applied to the problem of regression with correlated errors in Section 3 and to linear filtering operations on multi-channel, widesense stationary, stochastic processes in Section 4.
PROJECTION WITH THE WRONG INNER PRODUCT IN A GENERAL HILBERT SPACE
Let H be a Hilbert space with inner product ( • , .) and norm 11·11 • (.,.)%. Let [.,.] , which will be thought of as the wrong inner * Based in part on the author's Ph.D. dissertation at YaZe University.
product, be a bilinear functional with the following properties:
(1) [ • , • ] is defined on 'Ox'O where V is a linear subset of H whose closure is H, [x,y] = [y,x] , and for fixed x the linear functional [x,,] 
which implies p'. p and q'. q.
I
The operator P*, orthogonal projection with respect to [ • , • ] have the decomposition x· p+q. Then define P*x to be p-Np. We could have taken P*X to be any vector in p+N or even all of them. However, in the special cases of Sections 3 and 4, it is seen that p-Np" the vector in p+N with the smallest norm, is a natural assignment. 
PRooF: Let xeD and let
We may proceed exactly as in (Halmos,1957, p.23 v -v , v -v ] n m n m (Bv , v ) n n m+oo n-+oo m n
This last result together with the fact that zEBp·. From the hypothesis, this last equality may be extended to all ze:P, which implies P*x .. Px.
The following inequality is due to Kantorovich (1948, p.142) . (6) with the result that
The inequality of the theorem now follows from this and the fact that a1~a1 and 8 2 Sa 2 "
It will now be shown that the inequality cannot be improved. =~then by a proof analogous to that in the previous paragraph it may be shown that the inequality cannot be improved.
Suppose xeO is such that [x,x] . 0 and x~O. Let P be the space spanned by x then Px· x and P*x. O. Thus the inequality cannot be improved in this case.
CoROllARY:
PRooF: The first inequality follows easily from (7) and the equality II x-P*x 11 2 • II x-Px 11 2 + IIPx-P*x11 and m is estimated by m*. P*x, where p* is the orthogonal projection operator on P with respect to [.,.] .
In the notation of Section 2, let H be the subspace of E spanned by x and P. Let a l and a 2 be defined as in (7). Then (7) provides a bound for Ilx-m*ll/llx-~11 and (9) To apply the results of Section 2, we let H· L 2 (F) and define [.,0] by
so that V is the set of v€L 2 (F) with [v,v) <co. Using F* in place of F to calculate a projection is equivalent to using [.,"} in place of (",.) . It is easily seen that assumptions (1) and (2) hold, and the operator B maps v to u, where u at the point A is
With these definitions, the results of Section 2 may now be applied.
The values a 1 and a 2 in (7) can be written in terms of f and f* as shown by the following theorem. It. is easy to specify a routine for choosing e(A) to ensure that e is m-measurable. Also e(A) may be chosen so that lej(A) 1 < 1, since a constant times an eigenvector is also an eigenvector. The adequacy of the autoregressive model is then checked by calculating the fitted residuals and checking them for the white noise assumption. If f* is to be used for calculating projections then from (7) and (10) As in Section 3, we can define H to be the space spanned by x and P rather than all of L 2 (F). The new a l and a 2 will give better bounds, but bounds which now depend on x and P and which might not be easily expressed in terms of f and f*.
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